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Abstract— Secondary control architectures for islanded
direct-current microgrids are getting interest since they are
necessary to manage the voltage references in order to properly
distribute the time-varying load demand. To this aim, we
propose three different optimization-based secondary control
approaches considering the internal units constraints, losses
minimization and the continuous satisfaction of the load de-
mand. The described approaches are based on a centralized,
distributed and cluster-based optimization strategy, respec-
tively.

I. INTRODUCTION

A microgrid (mG) can be identified as a small-scale net-
work cluster of electrical apparatus, e.g. loads, accumulators
and generation units, which can work both islanded and
connected to the main grid [1]-[2]. Recent advances in power
electronics, batteries and direct-current (DC) energy sources
have been fuelling a growing interest towards islanded DC
mGs. The DC configuration, besides naturally requiring
more straightforward modelling and control approaches, ne-
cessitate less power conversion stages with respect to the
alternating-current (AC) configuration. One key challenge
in DC mGs is the design of primary control strategies that
ensure voltage reference tracking of Distributed Generation
Units (DGUs). Recent solutions to this problem have been
addressed, among others, by exploiting droop control [2],
passivity-based control [3] and sliding mode control [4].
However, in the above-mentioned works, the mG closed-
loop stability is ensured as far as the control inputs are
not saturated, thus assuming that the DGUs are always able
to track the voltage references despite the load variations.
Higher-layer architectures are thus necessary to properly
coordinate the voltage references of the primary controllers,
guaranteeing the mG stability despite the presence of control
input constraints and time-varying load disturbances. Sec-
ondary control approaches are proposed in [4] and [5], where
the so-called current sharing property is achieved, meaning
that the load demand is proportionally distributed among the
DGUs independently on the network topology.

Contributions: In this paper, we propose three different
secondary control strategies for low-voltage (LV) DC mGs.
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In all cases, the management of the voltage reference values
is obtained by solving an optimization problem, whose
solution is exploited to adjust the voltage set points of the
primary controllers. Differently from previously mentioned
approaches, we embed multiple goals in the management
of the mG, namely the control effort balance, the line
losses and the generation sources constraints. The first of
the three methods is centralized and time-based, the second
is distributed and time-based, and finally the third is solved
by local DGUs’ clusters and it is event-based.

Organization: In the next Section, we introduce the elec-
trical model of an LVDC mG. In Section III, which is the
core of this paper, the three secondary control strategies are
introduced. Numerical simulations and comparisons among
the architectures are performed in Section IV. In Section V,
final conclusions and future developments are presented.

II. MICROGRID MODEL AND PRIMARY CONTROL

As in [6], the LVDC mG is composed by a set of
dynamical agents called distributed generation units (DGUs).
Agents’ electrical interactions are captured by a weighted di-
graph Gel = (V, E ,W ). Each node in the set V = {1, . . . , n}
hosts a DGU, and a weight R−1

ij ∈ R+ is associated to
each edge ek belonging to E ⊆ V ×V . The numerical value
assigned to Rij corresponds to the electrical resistance of
the power line that connects DGUs i and j. We collect those
parameters in the weight matrix W = diag(R−1

ij ) ∈ Rm×m,
where m = |E| is the number of edges. For node i, N+

i =
{j ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ E} denotes the set of out-neighbours,
N−i = {j ∈ V | (j, i) ∈ E} the set of in-neighbours, and
Ni = N+

i ∪N
−
i the set of neighbours. Graph topology can

be expressed by means of the so called incidence matrix
Bel ∈ Rn×m associated to the electrical graph

Bel = [bij ], bij =

 1
−1

0

ej enters node i
ej leaves node i
otherwise

. (1)

An alternative description of Gel is provided by the weighted
Laplacian matrix, defined as Lw(Gel) = BelWB′el.
Each DGU is composed, as in [7], by a static generator, e.g.
a battery, that feeds a local load through a DC/DC Buck
converter. Such converter permits to manipulate, by means
of the switch, an output voltage which is strictly lower than
the input voltage. Furthermore, we assume the switching
frequency of the converter to be sufficiently greater than
the cut-off frequency of the LC filter. This allows us, as
reported in [8], to approximate the switching behaviour of
the converter with a continuous average model, with the
so called state-space averaging method. To this aim, we
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Fig. 1: Average DGU model connected to the mG

introduce a continuous variable di ∈ (0, 1), which constitutes
the converter’s duty cycle, and its complement d∗i = 1− di.
The resulting average dynamical system is represented by
the linear circuit in Figure 1, with equations

Σi :

{
CiV̇i = Ii − Il,i + In,i
Liİi = −Vi −RiIi + diVin,i.

(2)

The state xi =
[
Vi Ii

]′
is composed by the output

voltage Vi and the inductance current Ii. The electrical
parameters are the capacitance Ci, the inductance Li and
the inductor resistance Ri, while the exogenous terms are
the load current Il,i and input voltage Vin,i. The manipulable
input is the duty cycle di and, finally, the term In,i is the
coupling current with the rest of the mG. Several decen-
tralized primary control strategies have been developed, as
we reviewed in the Introduction, that guarantee each DGU
to be able to sustain a desired voltage reference value V ri in
spite of the couplings, see [6], [9]. From now on, we assume
systems (2) to be controlled with such primary control laws,
such that the relation Vi = V ri is always satisfied, in nominal
conditions, for each DGU.

III. SECONDARY CONTROL

The aim of the secondary control layer is to manage the
vector of reference values V r =

[
V r1 . . . V rn

]′
, in

such a way to obtain a desired global performance and/or
behaviour and without invalidating the stabilizing property
of the primary controllers. The main idea is to implement
local outer control loops that update each reference value
V ri by solving an optimization problem. The adjustments
of reference values must take place with time period which
is sufficiently longer than the settling time of the inner
loops. In this way, we are always guaranteed that systems
(2) are in steady-state condition and that V = V r, where
V =

[
V1 . . . Vn

]′
. Another consideration concerns the

definition of desired global performances. Besides current
sharing, which is regarded as the unique goal in the works
on secondary control reviewed in the Introduction, one may
like to achieve other objectives, such as
• distribute the load demand minimizing the line losses;
• consider the limitations on the duty cycles and on the

generator dispensable current;
• penalize voltage deviations from nominal values.

A. Centralized architecture

Firstly, we want to address the secondary control problem
as a fully centralized one. Aside from the simplicity of
construction, we aim to find a centralized solution in order

to provide a benchmark for the next distributed implementa-
tions. As anticipated, we consider a situation where systems
(2) are in steady-state condition, and a perfect track of V ri
is achieved. Steady-state equations are

Σssi :

{
Īi = Il,i − In,i
d̄i =

V̄i+Ri(Il,i−Īn,i)
Vin,i

, (3)

where V̄i, Īi, d̄i and Īn,i are the state variables, duty cycle
and coupling current at the equilibrium. From now on, since
we operate in a static environment, we will refer to equi-
librium variables without using the upper bar notation. The
objective is now to develop a global optimization problem,
to determine the optimal vector V (= V r) with respect to a
suitable cost function and constraints. For the sake of clarity,
before stating the optimization problem some functions need
to be defined.

1) Joule line losses: The current Iline,k circulating in
transmission line (i, j) can be expressed as Iline,k = (Vj −
Vi)/Rij . If we define Iline =

[
Iline,1 . . . Iline,m

]′
,

we may exploit the incidence matrix Bel and weight matrix
W to express the global dependence between the circulating
currents and the voltages as Iline = −WB′elV .
Finally, the total power dissipated in the transmission lines
is: J (V ) = I ′lineW

−1Iline = V ′LwV .
2) Duty cycle: Let’s define d =

[
d1 . . . dn

]′
, and

R = diag(R1, . . . , Rn). The steady-state expression for duty
cycle in (3) can be written in compact form for the whole
mG as

d = V −1
in (V +RIl −RIn) (4)

The vector In =
[
In,1 . . . In,n

]′
of the coupling

currents entering the DGUs is

In = BelIline = −LwV . (5)

Substituting (5) in (4) one obtains the expression of the duty
cycles as a function of the voltages

d(V ) = V −1
in ( In×n +RLw)V + V −1

in RIl, (6)

where In×n is the n× n identity matrix.
At this stage, the following function is introduced

D(V ) = (d(V )− 1

2
1n)′ (d(V )− 1

2
1n), (7)

where 1n is a n×1 vector with 1 in all entries. Equation (7)
measures the distance from the 50% of duty cycle operation,
in order to avoid generator overloading while distributing the
load demand.

3) Internal current: The internal currents I =[
I1 . . . In

]′
can be written, from the steady-state equa-

tion (3) and the coupling term (5), as

I(V ) = LwV + Il. (8)

At this point, we also introduce the following function

N (V ) = (V − V n)′(V − V n), (9)

which expresses the cost for the voltage deviation from the
vector of nominal voltages V n =

[
V n1 . . . V nn

]′
.



The centralized global optimization problem follows.

min
V

αJ (V ) + βN (V ) + γD(V ) (10a)

s. t. V ≤ V ≤ V (10b)

I ≤ I(V ) ≤ I (10c)
0 ≤ d(V ) ≤ 1 (10d)
α, β, γ ≥ 0, (10e)

where α, β and γ are positive scalar weights. Constraint
(10b) confine voltages inside a suitable band, constraint (10c)
restricts internal currents between I and I , while (10d) limits
each duty cycle between 0 and 1. Cost function (10a) is
quadratic in V , and it is composed by a combination of Joule
losses, nominal values offsets and control efforts terms. To
adopt this strategy a centralized controller must be designed,
which operates at a fixed time sample solving problem (10),
giving the proper voltage references to the DGUs.

B. Distributed architecture

In this section, we address the problem of reaching the
same solution of (10) without the presence of a central
entity, but just relying on local communications. To this aim,
we proceed by formulating (10) as a Distributed Constraint
Optimization Problem (DCOP). In [10], a DCOP problem is
described by the tuple

P = 〈X,D,F 〉, (11)

where X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a finite set of optimization
variables and D = {D1, . . . , Dn} is a set of finite domains of
values associated to the variables, in such a way that variable
xi has domain Di. Finally, F = {f1, . . . , fk} is a finite set
of cost functions (or constraints), with

fi : Dh × · · · ×Dj → R+ ∪ {⊥}, (12)

where the symbol ⊥ stays for infeasible value. Function fi
maps from the Cartesian product of a subset of domains
associated to the subset of variables xfi = {xh, . . . , xj} ⊆
X , to a positive scalar. Codomain of fi is usually called
utility. Furthermore, according to the terminology adopted in
[10], the utility functions can be divided into soft constraints,
when their codomain is R+, and hard constraints, when the
codomain is {0}∪{⊥}. Variables in the set xfi are referred to
as the scope of fi, while the arity of the cost function is the
number |xfi | of variables in its scope. A complete assignment
σ is a value assignment to all variables in X , consistent with
their domains, and such that all cost functions are satisfied,
i.e. fi(σ) 6= {⊥}, ∀fi ∈ F . The objective of a DCOP is to
find the complete assignment σ∗ that minimizes the sum of
cost functions

σ∗ = arg min
σ

∑
fi∈F

fi(σ). (13)

To fit with our environment, we define the set of variables
X = {V1, . . . , Vn} as the set of voltages, and domains D
are defined by constraint (10b). Notice that, within DCOP
framework, voltages domains are discrete. This means that

the quality of the solution depends on domains’ granularity.
Then, we can define the duty cycle and the internal current:

d(xi, xj∈Ni
) =

xi +Ri

(
Il,i −

∑
j∈Ni

(xj−xi)

Rij

)
Vin,i

,

I(xi, xj∈Ni
) =

∑
j∈Ni

(xj − xi)
Rij

− Il,i, .

As concerns local cost functions fk ∈ F , we define:
• Unary cost functions to represent term N (V ):

fNk (xi) = β(xi − xni )2. (14a)

• Binary cost functions to represent term J (V ):

fJk (xi, xj) = α
(xj − xi)2

Rij
. (14b)

• k-ary cost functions to represent D(V ), d(V ) and
I(V ):

fDk (xi, xj∈Ni
) = γ(d− 1/2)2 (14c)

fdk (xi, xj∈Ni) =

{
0
⊥

for 0 ≤ d ≤ 1
otherwise (14d)

f Ik (xi, xj∈Ni
) =

{
0
⊥

for Imin ≤ I ≤ Imax
otherwise

(14e)

Notice that functions fNk , fJk and fDk are implemented as
soft constraints, while fdk and f Ik as hard constraints. In this
way, the centralized problem (10) and the distributed one (13)
are equivalent, aside from the domains’ discretization intro-
duced by DCOP. In fact, constraint (10b) is represented by
the set of domains D, while constraints (10c) and (10d) are
represented by soft constraints (14d) and (14e), respectively.
Finally, the cost functions in (10) and (13) are identical. The
following approximation

min
∑

fk(·) ≈ minαJ (·) + βN (·) + γD(·) (15)

depends on density of domains in D. In general, (15) is the
more accurate the more the average cardinality of sets Di

is high. Such a characteristic will be observed in simulation
in Section IV. The main difference between problems (10)
and (13) is the solution search protocol. In the centralized
problem, as already discussed, each node refers to a central
entity which is in charge of the optimization procedure.
The advantage of DCOP modelling is the existence of
efficient distributed algorithms, which operate with mes-
sage exchange protocols among agents. A comprehensive
description of DCOP algorithms, including their computa-
tional characteristics, comparisons and typical applications
is found in [10]. We selected for the following simulations
the so called Distributed Pseudotree Optimization Procedure
(DPOP), proposed by [11]. This specific algorithm relies on
local communications only and guarantees to achieve the
optimal solution in a finite time. The pseudocode of DPOP
is described in detail in Algorithm 1 of [11]. For the sake of
completeness, we give here an high-level description of its
modus operandi. Firstly, the electrical graph is arranged as
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Fig. 2: Pseudo-tree arrangement (b) of graph (a).
a pseudo-tree (it is known that this arrangement is possible
for any graph).

Definition 3.1: A pseudo-tree arrangement of a graph G
is a rooted tree with the same vertices as G and the property
that adjacent vertices of the original graph fall in the same
branch of the tree.
As an example, the reader may observe the Figure 2b, which
is a pseudo-tree arrangement of the graph represented in
Figure 2a. Then, each node of the pseudo-tree computes the
utility of its neighbourhood by means of local functions (14),
and builds a message containing utility data. Messages are
thus propagated from the leaves to the root of the tree. The
root node is in charge to select the value of its domain that
maximises the aggregated utility of all underlying nodes.
Finally, down-streams decisions are made by all the other
nodes, relying on optimal decision made by their parents.

C. Cluster-based architecture

The working paradigm of the previous two architectures is
to force inner loops, through the variation of all the voltage
references V r, with a sampling time long enough not to spoil
their stability. A critical condition may arise when a sudden
load variation occurs in a node, between two consecutive
samplings. In such a case, some node may face duty cycle
(or current) saturation before the next computation of vector
V r. Therefore, the stability property of the inner loops is
not guaranteed any more. To counteract this trouble, we
introduce a cluster-based architecture, which can be regarded
as middle-way between the centralized and the distributed
one. The idea behind this method is that the near-saturation
node must identify a surrounding cluster which is, as a group,
able to adsorb the load variation without affecting the other
nodes in the network. This solution, even if clearly sub-
optimal with respect to the previous two, has the double
advantage to be timely and to only employ resources in a
neighbourhood of the load variation. One could conceive
to implement a fixed-time sampling method for the optimal
operation of the mG, as the ones described in Section III-A
and III-B, together with a faster event-triggered cluster-based
procedure for the sudden disturbances rejection. In detail,
let’s start with considering equations (2) in steady-state form.
By expliciting, in both equations, the internal current, one
obtains

Il,i − In,i = (diVin,i − Vi)/Ri. (16)

Static equations (16) can be written, with the help of (5), in
compact form

Kd− YV − Il = 0. (17)

Matrix Y = Lw + R−1 is usually addressed to as nodal
admittance matrix, and K = diag(Vin,1/R1, . . . , Vin,n/Rn).
Since Y is the sum of a Laplacian and a diagonal matrix with
positive entries, it is positive definite.

Assumption 1: Consider a sudden load variation ∆Il,i in
the ith node, such that it does not exists a corresponding ∆di
which satisfies either the duty cycle or the internal current
constraint.
We want then to modify the voltage reference values of a
certain cluster C ⊆ V surrounding node i. We can arbitrarily
order equations (17) in such a way that the c = |C| nodes of
the selected cluster are represented by the first c equations,
while the remaining c̄ = n− c equations describe the rest of
the network. So, equations (17) are partitioned as[

Kc 0
0 Kc̄

] [
∆dc
∆dc̄

]
−
[
Yc Yb
Y ′b Yc̄

] [
∆Vc
∆Vc̄

]
+

−
[

∆Il,c
∆Il,c̄

]
= 0

(18)

Since we do not want to affect reference values and duty
cycles of the rest of the mG, we set ∆Vc̄ = ∆dc̄ = 0.
Moreover, since we assume the load variation to takes place
in a node in C, also ∆Il,c̄ = 0. Finally, expression (18)
becomes [

−Yc Kc

−Y ′b 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

[
∆Vc
∆dc

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

=

[
∆Il,c
0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

. (19)

Constraint (19) guarantees both steady-state load compen-
sation and outer nodes independence. Additionally, we must
guarantee cluster feasibility by enforcing local constraints on
voltages, duty cycles and internal currents. Let’s start with
defining the duty cycle and the internal current, stressing out
the separation between C and C̄[
dc
dc̄

]
= K−1(YV + Il) =

[
K−1
c (YcVc + YbVc̄ + Il,c)

K−1
c̄ (Y ′bVc + Yc̄Vc̄ + Il,c̄)

]
,[

Ic
Ic̄

]
= LwV + Il =

[
LcVc + LbVc̄ + Il,c
L′bVc + Lc̄Vc̄ + Il,c̄

]
.

Then, the following cluster-level optimization problem is
introduced.

min
∆Vc,∆dc,ε

αx′x+ β∆V ′cLc∆Vc + γε (20a)

s. t. Ax = b− ε̃ (20b)

∆V c ≤ ∆Vc ≤ ∆V c (20c)

∆Ic ≤ Lc∆Vc + b ≤ ∆Ic (20d)

∆dc ≤ ∆dc ≤ ∆dc (20e)
α, β, γ, ε > 0, (20f)

where α, β and γ are positive weights and ε̃ =
[
ε 0

]′
.

Cost function (20a) is made up of three terms: the first
one represents the variation of voltages and duty cycles,
the second the variation of Joule losses and the third is a
slack variable. Constraint (20b) is the structural relation (19)
with the addition of the slack. In this way, we know that a
feasible solution is found when the slack variable assumes



value ε = 0. Constraints (20c), (20d) and (20e) enforce the
usual limits on voltages, internal currents and duty cycles,
respectively.

Proposition 3.1: A necessary condition for the solution of
problem (20) is that rank(Yb) < c.

Proof: The system of linear equations (19) always
has a solution. In fact, by invoking the Rouché-Capelli
theorem, we can state that the system (19) has a solu-
tion if and only if rank(A) = rank(A|b). This condition
is always verified, because vector b is linearly dependent
from one of the columns of

[
Kc 0

]′
. Then, notice that

rank(−Yc|Kc) = c. Moreover, Y ′b has c columns, and so[
−Y ′b 0

]
can present, at most, c independent rows. It

follows that rank(Yb) ≤ c. In particular, when rank(Yb) = c,
we can find an explicit solution by eliminating zero or
dependent rows from

[
−Y ′b 0

]
, obtaining the equivalent

reduced system Âx = b̂. Since in this case Â is square and
full rank, we have that

x = Â−1b̂ =

[
Q U
W Z

] [
∆Il,c
0

]
=

[
Q
W

]
∆Il,c (21)

Thanks to the properties of block matrix inversion, we have
that

Q = Y −1
c − Y −1

c Kc(YbY
−1
c Kc)

−1YbY
−1
c = 0,

W = (YbY
−1
c Kc)

−1YbY
−1
c = K−1

c .

Then, [
∆Vc
∆dc

]
=

[
0

K−1
c ∆Il,c

]
. (22)

So the load variation in the ith node is just compensated
with the duty cycle of the node i itself

∆dc,i =
Ri
Vin,i

∆Il,i, (23)

while all other voltages and duty cycles variations are main-
tained at zero. This solution is in contrast with Assumption
1. Therefore, we have to guarantee that rank(Yb) < c.

Remark 1: Matrix Yb describes how cluster C is con-
nected with the rest of the network. In particular, rank(Yb)
expresses the number of ”independent neighbours” of C,
that is the number of nodes of C̄ that are independently
connected to C. In this light, Proposition 3.1 provides a
structural condition for the solution of problem (20). In fact,
when rank(Yb) < c, there exists at least one node in C that
is able to modify its state without affecting external nodes.

At this point, we need to introduce a protocol that permits
the faulty node i to identify a suitable surrounding cluster, in
order to enforce the cluster-level optimization problem (20).
We propose a procedure in which the faulty node ask to its
neighbours for the necessary data to solve the optimization
problem. As described with pseudo-code in Algorithm 1,
the protocol provides for two kind of messages that nodes
can exchange. The first one is the HELP message, i.e. a
request of help to satisfy load demand. The second one is
the DATA message, which is sent as a response to a HELP
message, which actually contains necessary data to define the

constraints (20b)-(20e), e.g. DGUs actual duty and current
bounds, inductance and resistance values. Then, the faulty
node solves problem (20). If the slack variable ε is greater
then zero, that is the current cluster is not able to adsorb the
disturbance, node i will send HELP messages to its longer
distance neighbours, solving enlarged optimization problems
until a feasible solution is found (ε = 0).

Algorithm 1 Cluster control

1: procedure CLUSTERCONTROL
2: h = 1
3: node i sends HELP messages to h-step neighbors j
4: nodes j send DATA messages to node i
5: node i solves optimization problem (20)
6: if ε = 0 then return ∆Vc
7: else
8: h = h+ 1
9: goto 3

10: end if
11: end procedure

IV. SIMULATIONS

The aim of this section is twofold. Firstly, we want to
compare the centralized and distributed algorithms presented
in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. Secondly, we show
a situation in which the cluster-based technique is triggered
by a sudden load variation in a node.

1) Centralized VS distributed: In order to fairly compare
the two fixed-time methods, we implement them to the same
mG configuration, with topology as in Figure 3 and electrical
parameters as in Table I. In Table II it is shown that the
distributed cost function tends to the centralized one as
the number of points in the variables domains increases.
That is, approximation (15) is the more accurate the more
domains are dense. On the other hand, Table II displays that
the distributed algorithm requires a power-wise computation
time to be solved, that increases with the domains points.
Therefore, the choice of domain density is a trade-off be-
tween optimality of the cost function and computation time.
We want to stress that, even with a domain of 17 points,
the distributed algorithm cost function is very close to the
centralized one, as well as the computation time.

2) Cluster-based regulation: In Figure 4a it is repre-
sented a step-wise disturbance current load for node 1. The
loads of all other nodes are assumed to be constant for
the whole duration of the experiment. The vertical dashed
lines correspond to the time instants when the fixed-time
algorithm, either centralized or distributed, recomputes the
optimal voltage reference values. In Figures 4b, 4c and 4d,
the electrical behaviour of node 1 is described by dotted lines
when only the centralized algorithm is used. In continuous
lines we depict its behaviour when the centralized is operated
together with the cluster-based algorithm. A disturbance
peak, which is not perceived by the fixed-time algorithm,
occurs between 10 and 15 minutes. Node 1 cannot handle



Parameter Symbol Value
Input voltage Vin 23÷ 25 V
Load I 1.5÷ 2.5 A
Converter capacitance C 0.9÷ 1.1 mF
Converter inductance L 45÷ 55 mH
Converter resistance R 0.1÷ 0.3 Ω
Switching frequency f 1 kHz
Line resistance RL 0.5÷ 1.5 Ω

TABLE I: MG electrical parameters, where a÷ b expresses
randomly generated values between a and b.

Distr. Centr.
Domain points 5 9 17 33 65 ∞
Cost function 0.801 0.715 0.576 0.551 0.548 0.547
Time (s) 0.08 0.41 2.42 27.65 399.98 1.58

TABLE II: Performance comparison between distributed and
centralized algorithm.
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Fig. 3: mG topology and identified cluster (red-squares)

it internally due to the constraints on internal current, as it
can be observed in Figure 4c. As a consequence, Algorithm
1 is triggered. By referring to Figure 3, node 1 sends HELP
messages to its neighbours 2, 3 and 4, and they replies
with DATA messages containing necessary data. At this
point, node 1 executes problem (20) and finds the following
solution that satisfies the constraints:

∆V1 = − 0.42V, ∆V2 = 0V, ∆V3 = 0V, ∆V4 = 0.12V.

Hence, after the cluster-based method, node 1 reduces its
reference value, while its neighbours increase it. This results
in a raise of flows towards node 1 (see Figure 3), that
contributes counteracting the disturbance. Note also that,
in order to enforce a flows redistribution inside the cluster
which does not affect external nodes, the reference of nodes
2 and 3 is maintained constant by the algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on developing secondary control
strategies for DC microgrids operation. A centralized and
a distributed method were introduced, implemented in a
fixed-time setting, as well as a cluster-based optimization
strategy. The authors believe significant improvements still
could be reached. Firstly, an analysis of other existing
DCOP algorithms is advisable (see e.g. [12]), in order to
compare their efficacy with the one we implemented in this
work. Furthermore, finer cluster selection strategies may be
explored, for instance exploiting the mG topology to suitably
identify the best clusters to absorb the load demand.
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Fig. 4: Current, voltage and duty cycle trends in node 1.
Dashed line: centralized algorithm only; continuous line:
centralized + cluster-based algorithm.
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